TCMA is an established ISO 9001 certified manufacturing company engaged in automotive assembly activities since 1976 whereby we assemble Nissan vehicles and UD trucks. Our assembly plants are located in Segambut, Kuala Lumpur and in Serendah, Selangor D.E. To cater for the current manpower requirements of both plants, we invite highly motivated, result-driven and success oriented individuals to join a dynamic and expanding organization for the following positions:

**ENGINEERS (30 vacancies)**
*(Based in Segambut & Serendah Plant)*

1. PROCESS
2. PRODUCTION
3. INDUSTRIAL
4. PROCUREMENT
5. LOGISTICS
6. MAINTENANCE
7. ELECTRICAL
8. PRODUCT PLANNING
9. QUALITY

- Degree in the respective field of Engineering
- Fresh graduates are encouraged to apply
- Knowledge in 5s, Build In Quality (BIQ) process and trouble shooting is an added advantage
- Able to negotiate and communicate with various parties as well as familiar with Engineering and technical terms
- Basic understanding in ISO 9002 and ISO 14001 is an added advantage
- Able to work independently with minimum supervision and possess a high degree of integrity and professionalism
- Good interpersonal, communication skills, computer skills and fluent in both spoken and written English and Bahasa Malaysia.
LOCALIZATION ENGINEERS
(Based in Segambut Plant)

- Degree in the respective field of Engineering
- Fresh graduates are encouraged to apply
- Familiar with Engineering Technical Drawing & OEM Technical Specification in managing automotive parts (any single process):
  - electrical part development such as harness, alternator, starter motor
  - chassis and power train parts such as drive shaft, absorber, piping, axle assembly
  - body parts such as panel parts, glass, weather-strip, carpet etc
- Exposure in managing overall development activities from feasibility studies, cost comparison, part development to implementation
- Able to liaise, negotiate and communicate closely with OEM manufactures and principles and hands on experience in project development
- Knowledge in 5S, Build In Quality (BIQ) process, APQP and trouble shooting is an added advantage
- Basic understanding in ISO 9002 and ISO 14001 is an added advantage
- Able to work independently with minimum supervision and possess a high degree of integrity and professionalism

FINANCE EXECUTIVE
(Based in Segambut Plant)

- Possess a recognized Accounting degree or professional qualification.
- Fresh graduates are encouraged to apply.
- Able to work independently with minimum supervision and possess a high degree of integrity and professionalism
- Posses good leadership qualities to supervise subordinates in meeting targets
GOVERNMENT LIAISON SUPERVISORS / EXECUTIVE
(Based in Segambut & Serendah Plant)

- Possess a recognized Diploma or Degree in Business Administration/ Management/ Economics/ Marketing/ Logistic or equivalent.
- Fresh graduates are encouraged to apply.
- Preferably handling licenses and Custom requirements on Import and Export Documentation
- Experience in handling import/export documentation and CEPT would be added advantage.
- Able to work independently, committed with a strong sense of urgency
- Posses own transport and willing to travel
- A highly motivated team player with strong interpersonal and communication skill

The above position offers excellent professional challenges, development and growth opportunities. Successful candidate can expect an attractive remuneration package together with fringe benefits and excellent career prospects. Candidates are invited to write in, fax or e-mail a detailed resume stating qualifications, experience, present and expected salary, contact numbers together with a recent photograph (nr) addressed to:

GLORIA SHARLINI D/O ANTHONYSAMY
HUMAN CAPITAL MANAGEMENT DIVISION (HCMD)
TAN CHONG MOTOR ASSEMBLIES SDN BHD
PT 15014, Mukim Serendah,
Locked Bag 201,
48009 Rawang, Selangor Darul Ehsan.
Tel: 03-60990288 ext 349
Fax: 03-60920715
Email: gloria.sharlini@tcma.com.my